
Elevator will be Closed for 2021 Season

We are disheartened to inform you that the elevator likely will not be in service for the 2021 season.

The elevator closing is plainly a direct consequence of the combative and hostile posture by Jeremy
Fields. Last year, Mr. Fields had threatened to close the docks for the 2020 season. He again threatened
to close the docks in a letter to the BHVA Board for this 2021 season, and finally through various layers of
obstruction has succeeded in stopping the elevator repair.

The History:

The BHVA Board worked out the elevator proposal in the fall of 2018, and Mr. Dan Loncto then President
of BHVA executed the elevator upgrade contract with Thyssen Krupp on January 19, 2019. The upgrade
plans were a long time in the making through many different Board of Directors. The first time Mr. Fields
prevented Thyssen Krupp from performance was on January 14, 2020 as part of a barrage of hostilities
toward BHVA including the large cement barrier on the waterfront and boarding up the access to our
swim platform, which Mr. Fields removed permanently before Memorial Day. Then the Board had
provided Mr. Fields and the Community notice on September 9, 2020 via Constant Contact of an October
19 start date for an elevator upgrade. The work would take up to 2 months. During the week of October
19-26, 2020, Mr. Fields did not protest Thyssen Krupp working on the premises to dismantle and remove
the guts of the elevator system. On October 26, only after the elevator was made inoperable, with the
threat of calling the police, he prevented Thyssen Krupp access to the elevator to complete the work. Our
equipment for repair now languishes in storage.

Not only did Mr. Fields prevent repair, but the cost has increased substantially because of the multiple
times Thyssen Krupp was chased away. Losing two months of Thyssen Krupp’s scheduled work is
expensive, and BHVA will have to incur that expense. Mr. Fields has successfully obstructed our elevator
work, increased our costs and substantially damaged the working relationship between the contractor,
our management company and BHVA. Our current condition clearly isn’t the product of cooperation and
partnership, but rather opportunistic tactics to pressure and intimidate this Community. Mr. Fields has
made it clear that he wants BHVA to “drop the lawsuit.” He conveniently forgets that WE ARE THE
DEFENDANTS. BHVA’s counterclaims in the lawsuit mirror its defenses and it will continue to defend its
property rights vigorously.

Thyssen Krupp is a major international contractor and it came as a surprise that their permitting process
with the South Bristol Town was unproductive since January 2020. They have expressed their frustration
both with the Town and on the field being accosted and chased away instead of being treated
professionally. Their cooperation and expertise are critical to the elevator service. Ultimately on
November 3, 2020, Phil Sommer, the Code Enforcement Officer for South Bristol, told Shelby Ascroft
then President of BHVA that no permits will be issued while we are in litigation. BHVA has had similar
difficulty obtaining a permit for the fence on the sluiceway by the beach, which as mentioned above Mr.
Fields dismantled to place the cement barrier on our waterfront on December 24, 2019. BHVA removed
the fence and has not been able to obtain a permit since to replace it. The issue of litigation holding up
permits with Mr. Sommer comes at the insistence of Mr. Fields as the litigant. For further confirmation, on
January 20, 2021 a BHVA member wrote to the Town of South Bristol,

I’m writing to express my dismay that the Bristol Harbour elevator repair work is being held up by your
office for lack of a permit. If that is incorrect, please let me know.  
What I’ve been told is that the permit is being held pending the resolution of a contractual matter between
BHVA and Jeremy Fields. Why is that dispute a concern of the Town? The Permit should be issued as a
matter of course for this maintenance work.
This elevator is an asset of the BHV community. The lack of beach access via this elevator is having a
dramatic effect ... Denying BHVA the permit to maintain the elevator is simply handing Fields the hammer
to blackmail the community.
 
On January 20, 2021, the Town Supervisor replied,

I will respond on Phil’s behalf as he is out of the office today. The contractual matter you describe is
actually a lawsuit currently pending between the BHVA and Fields construction. Our town attorney has



advised that we do not issue any permits until the dispute has been settled by the courts. We stand by
our attorneys advice.

Mr. Fields has offered to go get the permit if he is offered the contract for the elevator, in addition to
signing his Land Use Agreement.
 
Our attorneys advise against signing the documentation Mr. Fields has presented as Land Use
Agreements, Access Agreements and Hold Harmless documents. It would result in the resolution of our
broader property disputes in a piecemeal fashion and separate from the litigation where we hold a strong
position. Simply put, it places us in an adverse and altered position on the property rights. It places the
burden of legal fees on BHVA and forces increased expenses for unnecessary documentation.

Mr. Fields’s offer to perform the elevator repair at cost plus insurance and overhead as he suggested on
Nextdoor is consistent with his attempt to also win the bid for the work on the stairs, which he obstructed
from being repaired by a competing contractor when he called the police on June 14, 2020. Mr. Fields’s
bid for the stairs was not competitive. BHVA will not allow its interests to be held captive by Mr. Fields’s
extortionist behavior. For two years now, his goals of eroding morale, depleting our financial resources
through litigation, legal negotiation, document review, obstruction of repairs and every other dirty tool
unsavory contractors use to bully their clients has been masterfully executed to now deprive the BHVA of
access to the waterfront.

Thyssen Krupp will not put BHVA on their schedule for work while there is hostility on the premises and a
declaration by the town that a permit is required but that it will not be issued while in litigation. Fields sued
BHVA. Fields and his surrogates clamoring for BHVA to “drop the lawsuit” means for BHVA to walk away
and passively allow the commercialization of the waterfront. The BHVA Board does not have the right to
give up this community’s property rights and its value in any form. The Cove Agreement does not permit
the allowance of expanded use by non-villagers. If we were to enter such an agreement of, for example,
50 non-villagers and Fields were sued by a third party such as the Cove residents, BHVA could be held
liable for the value of that expanded use provided to the Fields. Simply put, the Fields can again sue
BHVA for damages based on that contract. Any of these agreements advanced by the Fields puts BHVA
in greater jeopardy. The BHVA Board has its fiduciary duties and believes a comprehensive resolution in
the court is where these problems need to be resolved. Our total current cost in defense of the Fields
lawsuit is approximately $240,000 to date. The highest expense was when our lawyers were researching
and understanding all our documents in a comprehensive manner when the lawsuit was first brought on
by the Fields.

Given these extraordinary times, the BHVA Board will be emailing a series of weekly newsletters on
isolated issues such as, specifically, the elevator, stairs, legal costs, our documentation, litigation matters,
storage facility, water & sewer, etc.

The Board of Directors is stretched but resilient and indefatigable in addressing these matters in the best
interest of the BHVA as a Community; and not the interests of any individual or interest group at the
expense of this Community. Thank you for your patience and resilience as a community.

Kind regards, 
BHVA Board


